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Cora C. Banks was born on November 20, 1933 in Jackson,

Mississippi. She was the youngest of eight children born to Albert

and Leola Banks. She graduated from Lanier High School located in

Jackson, Mississippi.

She later moved to New York City where she reconnected with her

sister and brother. She than began to do various jobs until she landed

a job at EOC, where she became a dedicated worker for thirty-seven

years.

Cora was a loving mother, grandmother, aunt and a good friend to

many. Cora was truly a special person with a big heart. She will truly

be missed by many.

Cora leaves behind: her predeceased siblings, Juanita Banks,

Margaret Wearen, Mary Brantley, Robert Lee Banks,Willie Banks,

Bernard Banks, Tommy Banks and her son, Vincent Banks.

Cora leaves to mourn and cherish her memories: her children,

Lekeisha Banks, Qiana Banks, Luciana Banks and Shamane Banks;

her niece, Ernestine Seales who was not only her niece but like a

sister; her eldest granddaughter,Theresa Johnson; and a host of

grandchildren, Corey Johnson, Dominique Banks, Antwon Johnson,

Tiffinique Banks, Charmaine Banks, Thomas McFadden, Malik

Banks, Cherish Banks, Kaelyn Jarrell, Taylen Edward, Nakeira

Dennis and Harlem Banks; and a host of nieces, nephews and friends.



Interment
Rosehill Cemetery

Linden, New Jersey
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The family wishes to express their deep appreciation
and sincere thanks for your kindness during a time of sorrow. w
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A mother’s love is something that no one
can explain, it is made of deep devotion
and sacrifice and pain, it is endless and

unselfish and enduring come what may for
nothing can destroy it or take that love

away...
It is patient and forgiving when all

others are forsaking, and it never
fails or falters even though the
heart is breaking...it believes

beyond believing when the world
around condemns, and it glows
with all the beauty of the rarest,

brightest gens...
It is far beyond defining, it
defies all explanation, and it
still remains a secret like the

mysteries of creation....a many
splendored miracle man cannot understand

and another wondrous evidence of
God’s tender guiding hand.


